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South Devon and Dorset (SDADCAG)

autumn interim topographic surveys for their work 

package, which covers the area between Salcombe in 

Devon and Talland Bay in Cornwall.

The procurement phase for the South West Regional 
th

Programme is nearing completion with frameworks The Programme’s 5  Annual Partner’s Meeting was 

for most of the survey elements being awarded and in held at the beginning of October. The meeting was 

some disciplines specific contracts have been well attended and was judged by all to have been a 

awarded. Further details of which are included in this success. Please see the feature article for more 

edition of PCO News. The bringing together of all information.

regional programmes throughout the procurement 

phase has been a great success in streamlining the This year’s annual reports are almost complete and 

process and reducing the input required by all parties will be available from the website as usual once 

involved. Each region will now deliver their own published. This year, however, we will not be posting 

programme with local amendments to the National the reports to local authority engineers but will be 

standards. making appointments to hand deliver them. This will 

give the PCO team a valuable opportunity to discuss 

the reports and  overall monitoring provisions with 

each local authority to ensure they are getting the 

Following the departure of Gemma Kaye we are most from the Programme.

pleased to announce that Mark Wiggins has been 

appointed to join the team at PCO. Mark is due to Further to the previous edition of the PCO News, 

start early December and sure to be a valuable tenders have been returned and places on the 

addition to the team. following frameworks have been awarded. 

Also on the move is Martin Hutchings, Project ·  Topographic Surveys 

Manager and Regional Coordinator for the South ·  Hydrodynamic Services 

West Programme. Martin is leaving in January 2012 ·  Ecology Mapping 

to take up the role of Flood Risk Manager for Devon ·  LiDAR Surveys 

County Council so no doubt will remain in contact ·  Aerial Photography 

with many of us involved in this Programme. 

Teignbridge District Council will be looking to Framework places are expected to be awarded next 

replace Martin as soon as possible to ensure a week for the Bathymetric Surveys both Multi Beam 

seamless handover of the Programme. In the and Single Beam. 

meantime it's 'Business as Usual'. 

Contracts have been awarded for the Topographical 

We would like to thank Martin for all his hard work Surveys, Hydrodynamic Services and LiDAR 

over the course of the Programme and to wish him all Surveys. This has meant that contractors are now out 

the very best in his new role. collecting data to allow a continuation of the 

programme. 

Martin would also like to add the following: “I would 

just like to say a big thank you to everyone involve in Call off contracts for the reaming lots will be awarded 

the Coastal Monitoring Programmes throughout the when required during the 5 year programme. 

Country and the support we have received in the 

South West. I am really proud of what has been 

achieved in making this Programme so successful 

and invaluable. Long may it continue…”

The PCO survey team have been out on site regularly 

over the past few months and have completed the 

The autumn topographic interim surveys are 

underway and will be available from the website once 

they have been submitted and checked at PCO.
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Following recent stormy weather post storms were 

called at Dawlish Warren, Exmouth and Teignmouth.

There was a problem with the internet connection 

from the Dawlish Warren buoy which caused data to 

fail to stream to the website. This has now been 

rectified. The data collected was stored by the buoy 

and will be recovered during its next service. 

This can be done by selecting the relevant area on the 

map using the polygon tool in the 

 and refining your search, as you would 

if you were downloading data. Then simply click on 

the ‘Notify me when new data are added’ button in the 

top right hand corner of the screen. 

This will allow you to name your alert and select 

whether you wish to be notified by email or RSS feed. 

You can set up as many alerts as you wish and these 

can all be managed via the ‘manage my account’ 

section of the website. 

Cornwall and Isles of Scilly (CISCAG)

The autumn topographic surveys are underway and 

several have already been submitted to PCO. These 

will be available from the website shortly.

The Minehead wave buoy came adrift again at the end 

of September and the Bideford Bay buoy came adrift 

a few weeks later. Both were swiftly recovered and 

redeployed after being checked for damage.
The autumn topographic interim surveys are  
currently underway. The majority of the surveys 

along the North Cornwall coast are already complete.  

At the end of September the team from PCO 

completed their annual survey of the Isles of Scilly. 

As usual all surveys will be available from the 

website once they have been checked and signed off.

The Programme’s newest directional waverider buoy 

was deployed at Porthleven at the beginning of 

October, coinciding with the Penzance wave buoy’s You can now request to be notified when data of 
annual service. Data from the new buoy can be interest has been uploaded to the website using the 
accessed through the real-time data section of the new alerts system.
website or by clicking .

Over the summer the team from PCO installed some 

new additions to the control network in preparation 

for new topographic surveys at Cadgwith, 

Porthallow and Porthoustock. Witness diagrams will 

be available from the website shortly.

North Devon and Somerset  
(NDASCAG)

Severn Estuary (SECG)

Website

 

here

map viewer and 

data catalogue

Autumn interim topographic surveys are underway. 

Surveys will be available to download from the 

website once they have been submitted to PCO for 

quality checking. 
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Surveying the control points at Cadgwith.

http://www.channelcoast.org/data_management/real_time_data/charts/?chart=107
http://www.channelcoast.org/data_management/online_data_catalogue/


 Annual Partner’s Meeting
2011

th thThe Programme’s 5  Annual Partner’s Meeting was held in Newton Abbot on the 11  October. The meeting was attended 
by almost 50 of the Programme’s partners, including many  new faces who we were very glad to welcome.

The day began with opening remarks from the chairman and regional co-ordinator Martin Hutchings. Martin was followed 
by Nathan Sykes who summed up the first phase of the Programme. In a very useful presentation Nathan outlined what was 
achieved in the first five years of the Programme, including extra data collected using efficiency savings, and concluded 
that we had been largely successful in delivering what we had set out to deliver at the start of the first phase. Simon 
Humphry then delivered a presentation on what we hope to achieve in the second phase of the Programme and updated 
partners on the progress which has already been made in the first six months of the second phase. 

The first part of the morning session concluded with a website demonstration, giving partners an opportunity to see first 
hand the improvements to the website which have taken place over the past year.

Andrew Gowland from EMU Ltd opened the second session of the morning with his fascinating presentation on the 
installation of our new tide gauge on the Second Severn Crossing. He outlined the unique challenges posed by the location 
of the tide gauge, which is situated mid span on the bridge, 2.5km from the shore.

Following Andrew’s presentation was a presentation from Emerald Siggery on the Programme’s habitat mapping. The 
mapping is now complete and has been added to the website and Emerald gave an overview of the methodology used to 

c
complete the mapping and how it can be obtained from the website. Andy M Glashan from Blom UK then went on to give 
an informative presentation on one of the extra elements of the Programme funded by the efficiency saving from phase 
one. Cliff top mapping is being carried out for the whole of the Programme’s remit by Blom UK using both sets of aerial 
photography captured during phase one. Cliff tops will be digitised using the aerial photography and areas of retreat will be 
mapped. The information will provide a baseline to which additions could be made in the future.

Over lunch partners were given time to browse displays and network, before the afternoon session was opened by Mike 
Walkden from Royal Haskoning. Mike gave an interesting presentation on the West Somerset Coastal Process Study 
carried out by Royal Haskoning for West Somerset Council. He showed how data collected by PCO over the first phase 
was very valuable to the study which quantifies past and future coastal change and identifies areas which may be 
vulnerable to flooding and erosion. 

Andy was followed by Chris Smith from the Environment Agency who presented a brief history of the sea defences at 
Minehead and the emergency works which were carried out there last year. His presentation tied in nicely to a presentation 
from Jane Moon from Black and Veatch on the impacts of the terminal groyne at Minehead.

Moving away from the North Somerset Coast, Dan Fox from Halcrow presented the Exe Estuary Strategy. The strategy 
makes very good use of the Programme’s data, especially topographic and wave data and links with the Dawlish Warren 
and Exmouth Beach Recharge Study. Once finished both studies will provide invaluable evidence for strategic decision 
making.

Dr Mark Davidson went on to give a technical and informative presentation on a project currently being undertaken by 
Plymouth University. The New Understanding and Prediction of Storm Impacts on Gravel Beaches (NUPSIG) project 
undertakes to gain new insight into gravel beach dynamics over the next three years with support from PCO.

The final contribution of the day was from Rebecca Seaman from Somerset County Council and comprised a short film 
created by the Somerset Coastal Change Pathfinder, aimed at raising awareness of the key issues around coastal change.

The meeting was very well received and we would like to thank all of our speakers and everyone who involved in the 
organisation of such a successful day. 

For those of you who were unable to attend or wish to take another look at the presentations from the meeting they are 
available from the website or by clicking here.

http://www.channelcoast.org/southwest/latest/


Contacts
If you have any queries about the South West Regional Coastal Monitoring 

Programme, or would like further information, please contact:

Lead Authority (Teignbridge DC): 
Martin Hutchings, Regional Co-ordinator  

Environment Agency SW: Keith Nursey   

or  contact the regional data management centre:

Plymouth Coastal Observatory  
University of Plymouth 

Drake Circus, 
Plymouth, 
PL4 8AA

Tel: 01752 586156  

martin.hutchings@teignbridge.gov.uk

keith.nursey@environment-agency.gov.uk

coastal.observatory@plymouth.ac.uk

www.channelcoast.org

CISCAG

NDASCAG

SDADCAG

SECG
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